Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

DENMARK
Geographic location

HEALTHCARE
Theme

How can you improve your community
through open data?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

ENGLISH

Citizens register the location of ‘heart starters’ in their area to contribute to an
active culture of resuscitation
In Denmark, ‘heart starters’ or AED’s (automated external
defibrillators) are publicly accessible throughout the country
to help assist citizens performing CPR.
The heart starter project aims to register the location of all
heart starters and show this information on a map, both in an
app and online. Citizens are encouraged to register any
heart starter they know of, and this information is then
validated by the project and added to the map.
All information is shared with emergency services operators
(tel. no.: 112) who are then able to direct citizens to the
nearest heart starter in case of emergency.
Source: http://hjertestarter.dk/Service-Pages/InEnglish

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

USA
Geographic location

INFRASTRUCTURE
Theme

What kinds of data are you willing to collect?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

ENGLISH

Citizens help governments by collecting data on the conditions of the streets
through passive crowdsourcing
Street Bump is a crowdsourcing project in Boston, USA, that
helps residents improve their neighbourhood streets.
The project builds on passive crowdsourcing since citizens
do not have to actively contribute information. Citizens
download the Street Bump app and let it run while they drive
around the city. The app collects data about the smoothness
of their ride and detects potholes.
The collected data provides local government with real-time
information to fix problems and to plan long-term
infrastructure investments.
Source: http://www.streetbump.org/

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

UNITED KINGDOM
Geographic location

ECONOMY
Theme

How might you make meaningful use
of open data?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

Government promotes transparency and citizen engagement through the
analysis and visualisation of information about public spending
Wheredoesmymoneygo.org is a politically neutral United
Kingdom website. It aims to show people, graphically, how
government spending is distributed across public policy
areas. The website also illustrates how current spending
compares to previous spending.
The service allows citizens to navigate through and engage
with government information on their own terms by helping
them to generate visual representations for themselves.
Using various graphical representations numbers are put
into an overall budgetary context. For instance, citizens can
see how much each region in the UK spends on education,
or they can see how their tax money is allocated to different
budgetary areas.
Source: http://wheredoesmymoneygo.org/

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

AFRICA
Geographic location

SOCIAL CHANGE
Theme

How might analysis of your data contribute to
social change?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

ENGLISH

Data analysis tools improve citizens’ ability to impact public policy by making
their voices heard
Africa’s Voices started as an academic research project and
is now an established charitable organisation. They aim to
tap into the opportunities offered by information
communication technologies (ICT) to amplify and elevate the
voices of ordinary people. Citizens are enabled to contribute
to social development and governance debates using SMS
text messages sent to radio programmes.
In the case of, ‘Well Told Story, Kenya”, software was
developed to analyse the SMS data related to a radio
programme addressing contraception issues among young
people. By analysing text messages received from listeners,
Africa’s Voices compared opinions across gender, age, time
and location. On the basis of insights from this data, the
radio show was able to better engage with listeners in their
own slang language on issues that mattered to them.
Source: http://www.africasvoices.org/

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

FRANCE - CALAIS
Geographic location

IMMIGRATION
Theme

How might an app help find homes, work or
support?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

A single platform of information: For organizations to make their resources
available - and for refugees to search available resources
The core:
The Refugee Aid App provides a single point for refugees to
find information, connection and support and a single point
for NGOs and charities to share their resources with
refugees – location based.
A web based content management and communication
system will allow charities and NGOs to get their critical aid
to where it is most urgently needed.
Source: http://refugeeaidapp.com/

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

CANADA
Geographic location

IMMIGRATION
Theme

How can integration be supported through an
online platform?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

Community and career matching platform and mentor network
Imminy was started September 2014 by brothers Carlos and
Robert Saavedra who took the experience of their parents
coming to Canada as motivation to make immigration easier
for other immigrants like their parents. They are now on a
mission to offer skilled immigrants an easy and personalized
solution that connects them with communities and services
that match their life preferences and offer job opportunities.
The idea grew out of participation in the ‘Canadian Open
Data Experiment’ Hackathon in 2014. The two brothers use
data related to climate, labour industries, crime and
unemployment rates, to provide city suggestions for
immigrants moving to Canada. Their concept also seeks to
connect immigrants to people and organizations like YMCAs,
English training or settlement services.
Source: imminy.com

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

DENMARK
Geographic location

INFRASTRUCTURE
Theme

How can data make travel planning easier?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

“Rejseplanen”: making it easier to travel with public transportation
The mission behind ‘Rejseplanen’ is to make information
about traffic and transportation easy and openly available,
simple and easy to understand.
The information provided should be relevant for the user in
the various given use context; either accessed on a
computer or on a smartphone or tablet.
The data used on the platform in the calculation of routes
and services draws upon timetables, geodata, bus stops
information, locations, stations and continually updated
information about deviations and changes.
Source: www.rejseplanen.dk

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

EUROPE
Geographic location

IMMIGRATION
Theme

How might art draw upon data to generate
awareness?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

An art installation that generates a model of the shifting attitudes towards
refugees and migrants across Europe - based on news stories
The artist James Bridle has built an installation called
Wayfinding. It consists of a constantlyupdated information screen and floor projection.
The source material used is news stories published online
about migrants and refugees. Every hour it processes
hundreds of these stories and analyses for location and
sentiment. Location means the place or places that the story
is about; sentiment means the tone of the article (positive or
negative, and to what degree?)
This info is aggregated and displayed as a real-time screen
of recent news stories, together with their tone and location.
Behind the screen, each story is mapped and weighted: The
result is an everchanging sentiment map of Europe: A model of the shifting
climate of opinion towards refugees and migrants across the
continent.
Source: http://booktwo.org/notebook/climate-of-opinion/

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

DENMARK
Geographic location

CULTURE
Theme

How can open data enhance the experience
of nearby monuments?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

An app that enables you to learn about monuments as you pass by them
This is an app developed for use both on iPhones, iPads and
Apple Watch for iPhone.
It’s a pocket sized handbook: A guide to more than 300
monuments and art in public spaces in Copenhagen:
- Showing monuments and art near you
- Shows distance and route on foot
- Photos and descriptions
The app uses open data from Copenhagen, but is not
affiliated with the municipality.
Source: Morten Guld, Morama
http://morama.dk/ and https://itunes.apple.com/dk/app/monumentsby-morama/id1046977441?l=da&mt=8

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

GERMANY
Geographic location

INFRASTRUCTURE
Theme

How might open data help motivate more
wheelchair-friendly cities?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

A map for finding the best wheelchair accessible places around the city
The map works similar to Wikipedia: anyone can contribute
and mark public places around the world according to their
wheelchair accessibility. The criteria for marking places is
based on a simple traffic light system.
The information that is collected in this way is easy to
understand, available free of charge and can be shared
freely. It is an app based on the world map: OpenStreetMap.
It is a service available as a web application and as an app
for iPhone, Android und Windows 10.
Wheelmap.org is a project run by the nonprofit organization
SOZIALHELDEN e.V., a German organization striving to
make people aware of problems in society and to motivate
them to change their way of thinking.
Source: https://wheelmap.org/

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

DENMARK
Geographic location

ENVIRONMENT
Theme

What might be achieved on a crowdsourced
treasure hunt in nature?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

ENGLISH

A citizen science project with an app for crowdsourcing data about the Danish
natural environment
In a citizen science project, researchers have created the
app “NaturTjek”: Inviting citizens to contribute their time and
knowledge by collecting info about the wellbeing of selected
animals, plants, fungi and habitats in the Danish countryside.
This data is then processed by a team of researchers.
The idea is to become better able to assess the biological
diversity in Denmark by 2020.
It’s an app relevant for schools, scouts, families, fishermen
and everyone else passionate about nature.
Source: http://www.biodiversitet.nu/vaer-med

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

UNITED KINGDOM
Geographic location

ENVIRONMENT
Theme

How might a map of happiness look?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

“Mappiness” maps happiness across space in the UK
As part of a research project at the London School of
Economics, UK – researchers are interested in learning
about how people’s happiness is affected by their local
environment.
Although currently under change and upgrade (as per June
2017) it works in the following way:
1. You get mappiness from the App Store, open it, and sign
up
2. You will be ‘beeped’ once (or more) a day to ask how
you're feeling, and a few basic things to control for: who
you're with, where you are, what you're doing.
3. The data gets sent back — anonymously and securely
— to our data store, along with your approximate
location from the iPhone's GPS, with a noise-level
measure.
Apart from contributing to research you will also learn about
your own happiness — including when, where and with
whom you're happiest
Source: http://www.mappiness.org.uk

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

GLOBAL
Geographic location

IMMIGRATION
Theme

How might a technical community
respond to a refugee crisis?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

ENGLISH

Techfugees is a social enterprise coordinating the international tech community
responses to the needs of Refugees
Moved by the plight of refugees in Europe, a number of
technology industry people have formed a voluntary team to
create the series of non-profit “Techfugees” conferences,
hackathons, and work with a global network of collaborators.
In it’s first 48 hours our Facebook Group and Twitter account
exploded. Today there are now over 2,000 members of
Techfugees, demonstrating a huge desire amongst the tech
community to get involved with this issue.
Our events are entirely non-profit, designed to bring together
tech engineers, entrepreneurs and startups together with
NGOs and other agencies in order to address the crisis in
ways where the technology world can bring its considerable
firepower.
Source: http://techfugees.com/

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

UNITED KINGDOM
Geographic location

IMMIGRATION
Theme

How can health professionals and tech
people make a difference together?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

Apps designed during Hackathon helps migrants navigate the NHS
The aim of the hackathon is to build the basic structure of an
App to help migrants understand how the UK healthcare
system works. Currently migrants to the UK receive no
information about how to navigate the NHS healthcare
system appropriately.
They learn by trial and error, sometimes with a cost to their
own health, and often at the financial expense of the NHS.
Coders, designers and well meaning souls of all kinds, why
not contact us to help make a real difference to the lives of
refugees and migrants.
“An app for GP visits, which included a downloadable letter
stating a person’s rights to healthcare in the UK, won over
judges”
Source: http://nhsnavigationhack.co.uk/

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

GLOBAL
Geographic location

IMMIGRATION
Theme

How might technology and sustainable design
empower women and girls?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

Bridging the gap between technology, design, and NGOs, EmpowerHack
galvanises volunteers to create code that crosses borders
EmpowerHack is a collective that creates sustainable design
for women and girls in humanitarian contexts.
Despite up to 80% of world’s refugees being women and
children, the problems faced by them are never at the
forefront. EmpowerHack was born to change just that by
taking collaborative design to scale. Female refugees are
among the most vulnerable, facing sexual violence,
coercion, forced and early marriage, social isolation, and a
lack of access to gender-specific health care and education.
Humanitarian Workers, Medical Professionals, Marketers,
Software Developers, User Experience Designers and
Researchers will all come together in a series of hackathons
taking place in Ghana, London and Amsterdam.
Source: http://empowerhack.io/

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

UNITED KINGDOM
Geographic location

ECONOMY
Theme

How Can Open Bank Data Increase
Transparency and Facilitate Innovation?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

Banks open up access to the data they hold on their customers to other
businesses
The Open Bank Standard is a work-in-progress, led by the
UK Government to encourage the UK banking industry to
open up their data channels via an open API framework.
This would allow third-party services to access the data that
banks have historically held to provide multi-faceted services
and information to the consumers, increasing transparency,
efficiency and innovation in the sector. This could include
allowing customers to compare financial products based on
their individual financial situation, get advice on saving and
investing and much more. There is currently already a
solution in place (Midata) where customers can download up
to 12 months' worth of transactions data in a single file and
feed it into existing comparison websites to compare
financial products.
From the industry’s perspective, this would allow companies
to share information between themselves to speed up
customer identification and credit-scoring processes to
decrease bureaucracy.
Source: https://www.scribd.com/doc/298569302/The-OpenBanking-Standard
*This example was made by a participant in the O4C workshop ‘Humanising Open
Data’ at the Why the World Needs Anthropologists annual symposium, 4-5 November
2016 in Tartu, Estonia

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

UNITED KINGDOM
Geographic location

CULTURE
Theme

How can museum collections help people
living with dementia?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

ENGLISH

Museum collections can be used to help people living with dementia remember
their past experiences and raise their quality of life through it
My House of Memories allows people to explore objects
from the past and share memories together.
• Designed for, and with, people living with dementia and
their carers.
• The app allows to browse through objects from across the
decades, to reminisce about a range of every day objects.
• People can save objects to their own memory tree,
memory box or memory timeline. The app allows to
create personal profiles for different people, so that they
can save their favourite objects and look at them again.
Full features of the app include:
• inspirational objects from a range of museums, spanning
the decades 1920s-1980s to stimulate memory and
conversation.
• Music, sound effects and videos to provide a rich, multisensory experience and bring objects to life
• Information for carers, including a dementia awareness
guide, tips and ideas for memory activities and resources,
an interactive quiz and a number of informative films
Source:
http://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/learning/projects/house-ofmemories/my-house-of-memories-app.aspx
*This example was made by a participant in the O4C workshop
‘Humanising Open Data’ at the Why the World Needs Anthropologists
annual symposium, 4-5 November 2016 in Tartu, Estonia

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

EUROPE
Geographic location

ENVIRONMENT
Theme

How might we harvest all the data from our
neighborhood about kids’ used clothes into a
single environment?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

ENGLISH

Multiple FB groups & other sites where people buy and sell kids’ used clothes –
you don’t have time to use them all to find a needed piece!
Most parents have encountered the problem where they
need to buy clothes for their kids, but are for some reason
(financial, environmentally-friendly etc) interested in buying
clothes from other parents.
There are multiple groups & sites, however, helping to
distribute this information, and it is sometimes easier to go to
a shop where you can buy a new piece of clothes or boots.
Considering the living expences in northern countries and
the environmental impact of producing more and more
clothes and shoes, the parent to parent (P2P J) information
exchange should be supported. Besides reducing kids
related costs and environmental impact this environment
might also save a lot of time we.
WIP questions. What would be the incentive for parents to
use just another site (as we all know most of them are in
FB)? Who takes care of the old pics & stuff? And: is this an
issue that can be solved by Open Data?
*This example was made by a participant in the O4C workshop
‘Humanising Open Data’ at the Why the World Needs Anthropologists
annual symposium, 4-5 November 2016 in Tartu, Estonia

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

DENMARK
Geographic location

SMART CITY
Theme

How to design the city of tomorrow?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

Creating smart and liveable urban environments for future generations
Smart Aarhus is a response to residents setting the agenda
in contemporary Denmark. The platform (Smart Aarhus) is a
collaborative effort between the private and the public sector,
citizens and knowledge institutions to create a smart city. By
allowing open access to the data, the municipality hopes that
it will bring innovation, creativity and entrepreneurship to
solve current political issues.
Links:
http://www.smartaarhus.dk/projekter/open-data-aarhus
http://www.smartaarhus.dk/sites/default/files/media/smartaarhus_2
015.pdf
https://www.odaa.dk/

*This example was made by a participant in the O4C workshop
‘Humanising Open Data’ at the Why the World Needs Anthropologists
annual symposium, 4-5 November 2016 in Tartu, Estonia

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

UNITED KINGDOM
Geographic location

SOCIAL CHANGE
Theme

How might you help to end homelessness in
Manchester?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

ENGLISH

Data collected about various local organisations tackling the problem of
homelessness enables to bring together individuals in need and people who
would like to offer their time and resources
Street Support is a network of charities, voluntary groups
and kind-hearted folk, working together to end
homelessness. Through this site you can find services for
people experiencing homelessness, and offer your time and
resources to local organisations.
Street Support makes it easier for the network to collaborate,
co-ordinate and provide better support for people
experiencing homelessness. Many small, co-ordinated
actions add up to a big difference to homeless people in the
city.
Source: https://streetsupport.net/

*This example was made by a participant in the O4C workshop
‘Humanising Open Data’ at the Why the World Needs Anthropologists
annual symposium, 4-5 November 2016 in Tartu, Estonia

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

GLOBAL
Geographic location

SMART CITY
Theme

How Might We Map a World that is Relevant
to Locals?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

Collaborative Mapping Improves the Life of Locals in Unsafe Areas
Open StreetMap (OSM) is a collaborative Mapping project
that is supported by the Open StreetMap Foundation. The
Idea is to have a free and editable map of the world.
Contributors use simple equipment to conduct systematic
ground surveys.
One of the applications of OSM is in humanitarian aid. After
the earthquake in Haiti 2010, OSM in collaboration with
different NGOs build a map of Port-au-Prince in only two
days. The map was used by organizations when distributing
aid to the victims. Similarly, OSM has mapped slum areas
(picture: Kibera Nairobi) with the contribution of local NGOs.
The maps make the area accessible for ambulances as well
as adding features to the maps (e.g. toilets) that are relevant
to the locals.
OSM has compared favorably to proprietary data sources
and can be a replacement for other map sources (e.g.
Google Maps). Especially in areas where security makes it
hard for commercial users to gain access. The Pictures
compare Goggle maps (top) with OSM (bottom) mapping of
Kibera.
*This example was made by a participant in the O4C workshop
‘Humanising Open Data’ at the Why the World Needs Anthropologists
annual symposium, 4-5 November 2016 in Tartu, Estonia

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

GLOBAL
Geographic location

EVENTS
Theme

How to orient ourselves in the world‘s news
media?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

Use web-mining platforms that monitor world's open information streams
Look at the previous picture:
In total, 3.3 billion mentions of location across 402 million
media articles were scanned to identify locations mentioned
in the context of sexual or gendered violence from February
2015 through October 17, 2016. Clicking on a location will
display a selection of up to 50 articles mentioning that
location in context with these topics.
The „GDELT Analysis Service“ is an open platform for
research and analysis. It offers a variety of tools and
services that allow you to visualize, explore, and export the
Global Database of Events, Language, and Tone of
georeferences world‘s news media.
The project consists of over a quarter-billion event records in
over 300 categories covering the entire world from 1979 to
present.
Source: http://www.gdeltproject.org/

*This example was made by a participant in the O4C workshop
‘Humanising Open Data’ at the Why the World Needs Anthropologists
annual symposium, 4-5 November 2016 in Tartu, Estonia

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

FINLAND
Geographic location

INFRASTRUCTURE
Theme

How can bikes be tracked in Helsinki?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

Citizens can track cycle availability thanks to open data
Two companies used HSL open data to source how many
city bikes are available at any given time in Helsinki? What
locations are bikes available real time?
The application also locates bikes nearest to your location.
The city bikes can be borrowed from central Helsinki using
the public transport card.
Open data avialable by HRT was used so that citizens can
check and plan their route to ride on real time basis.
Source:
kaupunkifillarit.fi and cityfillarit.fi

*This example was made by a participant in the O4C workshop
‘Humanising Open Data’ at the Why the World Needs Anthropologists
annual symposium, 4-5 November 2016 in Tartu, Estonia

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

ESTONIA
Geographic location

INFRASTRUCTURE
Theme

How can we make roads safer for animals
and drivers?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

People can help governmental organisations to monitor roads and mark
dangerous areas
Road kill is very common in Estonia, especially in dark time
and could pose threats for drivers. The Environmental Board
is responsible for collecting dead animals who have died
when hit by vehicle. Those corpses also attract other
animals to the roadsides, which can increase danger for wild
animals and drivers.
Using an application where road-killed animals are located
on a map can help Environmental Board to collect those. It is
beneficiary for drivers as well and they can be more
conscious in those designated areas.
When using statistics people can see where and what time
are the roadkill incidents taking place, what animals are
more involved in those accidents, what time of year and day
those accidents happen, etc. Gathered information can be
added to GPS maps as well. That can help save wild
animals and drivers.
For an inspirational example for developing an Estonian solution,
see also: http://www.wildlifecrossing.net/california/

*This example was made by a participant in the O4C workshop
‘Humanising Open Data’ at the Why the World Needs Anthropologists
annual symposium, 4-5 November 2016 in Tartu, Estonia

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

CANADA
Geographic location

INFRASTRUCTURE
Theme

How can you find the safest route for your
kids to go to school?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

Parents and their kids can use an app to check which are the safest road
crossings in the city and plan the safest route to school
SchoolZone app uses a mashup of the British Columbia’s
Ministry of Education’s public school location data catalogue
and crash statistics from the Insurance Corporation of British
Columbia (ICBC). The app helps parents and students
identify the most dangerous intersections to find the safest
route to school.
SchoolZone was the Winner of Best App at a hackathon, a
weekend challenge where developers come together to code
software, hosted by a young tech entrepreneur’s group in
Vancouver. It was developed with no government input other
than the supply of open data. ICBC liked the idea so much
they created their own maps using crash statistics to
promote road safety, a key part of their mandate. In doing
so, SchoolZone became a demonstration of how a citizen
innovation can be adopted by a public agency.
Source: https://blog.data.gov.bc.ca/2012/07/open-data-appsshowcase-citizen-innovation/

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

GLOBAL
Geographic location

ENVIRONMENT
Theme

Where should I get and plant my next
seedbomb?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

Make your city greener with fun guerrilla gardening
Greenaid has launched a website and app where you can
purchase seedbombs that are packaged in recycled
cardboard paper towel tubes and - wooden slingshots. You
can log where your seed bomb was deployed or find optimal
locations for deployment on the website map. Plus, they
have vending machines that look like gum ball machines to
dispense individual seed bombs. The app allows you to view
locate Greenaid machines near you and find best places to
throw seedbombs.
Source: http://www.greentallahassee.net/2012/05/seed-bombingtheres-app-for-that.html
http://www.thecommonstudio.com/greenaid/

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

USA
Geographic location

INFRASTRUCTURE
Theme

Using open data to reveal regulation
anomalies
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

ENGLISH

Using open data and Google Street View, a concerned data analyst in New
York City investigated why some spots are hot zones for parking fines
New York City is a complex place to drive. And when it
comes to parking, there are plenty of rules and regulations to
follow. But in all of these rules, there is one thing that very
few drivers seem to know.
As of late 2008, in NYC you can park in front of a sidewalk
pedestrian ramp, as long as it’s not connected to a
crosswalk. However, it seemed that many police officers
were ignoring the rule change, all across the city.
By analysing open data from New York, a concerned citizen
started to investigate the “parking fine hotspots”, and started
to notice a pattern, that the fines concentrated in front of
ramps, despite the regulation change.
After contacting the NYPD with his analysis of the situation,
they police investigated this anomaly and figured that police
officers were not properly briefed about the policy change.
Source: http://iquantny.tumblr.com/post/144197004989/the-nypdwas-systematically-ticketing-legally

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

GERMANY
Geographic location

ECONOMY
Theme

How might we combine open data with
public data?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

ENGLISH

Using open data and public data from Airbnb, concerned Berliners analysed
how the sharing economy, like Airbnb influences flat rental prices
Rents are on the rise in Berlin, and the reasons are manifold.
Online portals of the so-called “sharing economy”, such as
Airbnb, are marketing to tourists and have proven to be a
profitable business. But are they contributing to a shortage in
affordable housing?
Using the data retrieved from AirBnB and the open data
portal of Berlin, anyone can analyze whether sharing
economy indeed influences the increases of rental prices in
Berlin, and consequently influence the shortage of affordable
housing options, as well as fostering gentrification of “hip”
neighborhoods.
By looking at the data, it is clear that short-term rental is a
valid business, and not anymore about renting out a couch
space or an airbed on the floor, but whole apartments, in
targeted locations.
Source: http://airbnbvsberlin.com/

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

GLOBAL
Geographic location

CULTURE
Theme

How do you provide feedback today?
How do you tell that there are no hangers
in a mall?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

ENGLISH

Sype lets people improve the world with constructive feedback using foursquare
open data
It is the only private and reward-based application
allowing you to leave constructive feedback
for all the places you visit

1. Customer leaves feedback about his/her visit using the
app or website
2. Company applies smart tools to analyse the data
3. User gets rewarded for valuable feedback that he/she
provides
4. Person sees the improvements around him/her by the
feedback that he/she and others provide
Sype uses foursquare open data to show all possible
locations and most recent changes.
Source:
www.sypeapp.com

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

TAIWAN
Geographic location

HEALTHCARE
Theme

How can information transparency help
citizens participate in overcoming
societal challenges?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

A doctor initiated a platform with current capacities of emergency rooms of
hospitals that can treat severe injuries to help efficiently allocate patients
This is a project co-created by participants of the g0v
community. g0v.tw is an online community from Taiwan that
pushes for information transparency and focuses on
developing information platform and tools for the citizens to
participate in society.
This emergency room information platform was originated by
a doctor who codes. After the 2014 Kaohsiung gas explosion
incident, he saw the need to have a platform with instant
information of the emergency room capacity of hospitals that
can treat severe injuries. The data was acquired from the
publicly accessible website of Ministry of Health and
Welfare. However, it is not possible to have an overview of
the room capacities on it. This platform solves the problem
and makes allocation of patients in incidents with mass
casualty more efficient.
Source: g0v.tw/en-US/index.html
er.mohw.g0v.tw/#/dashboard/file/all.json

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

GLOBAL
Geographic location

ENVIRONMENT
Theme

How might open data help create a cleaner
and sustainable smart nation?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

Ecube labs: Data driven smart waste management solutions
Ecube Labs' smart waste management solutions enable
organizations to capitalize on inefficient activities that would
be otherwise unrealized through traditional methods of waste
collection.
The Clean Cap Keeps its users informed in real-time about
the bin's fill-level. The Clean Cube also utilizes sensor
technology, but it can even compact trash automatically. In
densely populated areas, a rapid and unexpected waste
generation often leads to overflowing trash bins and this
results in unsightly public spaces.
In order to eliminate such occurrences, Ecube Labs' sensor
devices provide users the capability to knowing the fill-level
in real time so that they can take data driven actions ahead
of time. As an added benefit, the Clean Cube secures even
more room inside the bin through its compaction function, up
to 8 times that of traditional bins.
Source: http://ecubelabs.com

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

THE NETHERLANDS INFRASTRUCTURE
Geographic location
Theme

How can a bicycle major change the future
of your city?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

ENGLISH

The Bicycle Mayor program is a global initiative to accelerate the progress of
cycling in cities and help get another one billion people onto bikes
Bicycle Mayors are a catalyst to bring together the public
and private realms to uncover the massive economic, health,
and environmental benefits of increased cycling capacity.
They are uncovering new ideas, working with others to
deliver action and promoting innovations that support better
cycling for all.
In June 2016, the world’s first Bicycle Mayor was elected in
Amsterdam. Cyclespace – which coordinates the program –
is now working with local partners to set up Mayors in cities
around the world ahead of the first annual Bicycle Mayor
conference in June 2017.
Source: http://cyclespace.nl/mayor/

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

THE NETHERLANDS CITY DEVELOPMENT
Geographic location
Theme

How can digital data gathering processes
benefit from traditional data gathering
initiatives?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

ScoreZe: using qualitative information citizens have to improve city
maintainance efficiency and quality of life in the city
Most crowdsourcing applications neglect the qualitative
information citizens have. ScoreZe encourages citizens to
give data back to the municipality and having a say in the
maintenance budgeting. ScoreZe clearly addresses the
citizens’ right to challenge and encourages participation.
Score Ze is an application for location-based quality of life
measurements that inform city maintenance budgeting. In
this way, it is different from other applications, i.e.
FixMyStreet, BuurtBestuurt, VerbeterDeBuurt, which provide
citizens with the opportunity to log problems in public space.
With ScoreZe data gathering becomes meaningful as they
determine the actual city maintenance budgeting in this way.
ScoreZe enables qualitative data gathering by people and
also makes the execution of maintenance operations more
accurate, since there becomes more qualitative data
available about how citizens feel on certain locations at a
certain moment in time.
More info: Stembert, N., Conradie, P., Mulder, I. & Choenni, S.
(2013). Participatory Data Gathering for Public Sector Reuse:
Lessons Learned from Traditional Initiatives. In: M.A. Wimmer, M.
Janssen, and H.J. Scholl (Eds.): Proc. of EGOV 2013, LNCS 8074
(pp. 87-98). Springer-Verlag: Berlin Heidelberg.

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

THE NETHERLANDS
Geographic location

ENVIRONMENT
Theme

How to visualise contextual data?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

100 LED lights change colour based on how green the area is
With the LED-sphere an extra dimension was given to the
open data discussions. The LEDs highlight the density of
trees, while relating it to their gps position. Taking the LEDsphere along during a walk in the city, the LEDs light up
more, the greener the surroundings, in this way the LEDsphere visualizes invisible data, and contributed to clearly to
people’s imaginations and consequently to discussing other
opportunities.
Source: Rotterdam Open Data

ENGLISH

Knowledge
about data

GLOBAL
Geographic location

DATA INSPIRATION CARDS

ENVIRONMENT
Theme

How might open data make pollution visible?
Find the open data inspiration cards online in the Open4Citizens platform: http://opendatalab.eu

ENGLISH

NoiseTube: Turn your mobile phone into an environmental sensor and
participate in the monitoring of noise pollution
Noise pollution is a serious problem in many cities.
NoiseTube is a research project started in 2008 at the Sony
Computer Science Lab in Paris and currently maintained by
the Software Languages Lab at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel.
The NoiseTube project proposes a participative approach for
monitoring noise pollution by involving the general public.
The NoiseTube mobile app extends the current usage of
mobile phones by turning them into noise sensors enabling
citizens to measure the sound exposure in their everyday
environment. Furthermore each user can participate in
creating a collective map of noise pollution by sharing
geolocalized measurement data with the NoiseTube
community.

Motivations to participate

By installing the free app on your smartphone, you will be
able to measure the level of noise in dB(A), and tag the
measurements obtained (e.g. subjective level of annoyance,
source of sound,...). When uploaded to the website (3G, wifi
or manually) you can check the sound trajectory of your
recorded measurements on Google Maps.

Researchers: http://www.noisetube.net/api_overview
Get access to and analyze (anonymized) collective noise data
Find out what is important in soundscape perception.

Source: http://www.noisetube.net/cities

NoiseTube is built in the spirit of open participation and the
software that has been developed as part of the project has
been placed under the GNU LGPL v2.1 open source license.

Citizens and Communities concerned with noise
Measure your daily sound exposure in dB(A) with your mobile
phone Tag noisy sources to inform the community about them
Visualize your measurements on a map and contribute to the
creation of collective, city-wide noise maps
Compare your experience with that of others
Privacy: all measurements are yours. You decide to make them
public or not.

-

Local governments / city planners
Improve decision-making by understanding local and global noise
pollution in your city using maps and statistics
Get immediate feedback and opinions from citizens
Give immediate feedback to citizens

-

Developers
Extend our mobile app in whichever way you see fit
Use our environmental sensor web API to do your own web mashups

-

How to participate: http://www.noisetube.net/download
If you have an iOS-, Android- or Java ME-based smartphone with
GPS, download the free app to participate!

